Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Stroke is a ubiquitous killer of almost unmatched proportions. The World Health Organization estimates that around 17.5 million people succumb annually to cardiovascular diseases, making this the world\'s most deadly category of disease. Of cardiovascular diseases, stroke, which is responsible for 6.7 million of those deaths, is second only to coronary heart disease.\[[@ref1]\] The majority of these deaths take place in low- and middle-income countries; however, even in the United States, where highly sophisticated treatment modalities \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\] are available to ameliorate the disease, stroke claims enough lives to rank as the fifth leading cause of death.\[[@ref2]\] To gain a more visceral appreciation for this figure, consider that it translates to one stroke death every 4 minutes.

###### 

Summary of current pharmacological and procedural interventions, categorized by stroke type

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CVD                                         Pharmacological interventions           Procedural interventions
  ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------
  Ischemic stroke/transient ischemic attack   Thrombolytics (tPA)\                    Mechanical clot removal\
                                              Anticoagulants (heparin)\               Decompressive craniotomy\
                                              Antiplatelets (aspirin)                 Carotid endarterectomy

  Hemorrhagic stroke                          Calcium channel blockers (nimodipine)   Decompressive craniotomy\
                                                                                      Surgical clipping of aneurysms

  IHT                                         None specific to IHT                    None specific to IHT
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TPA=Tissue plasminogen activator, IHT=Ischemic to hemorrhagic transformation, CVD=Cardiovascular disease

Even so, mortality alone hardly accounts for the total suffering caused by stroke \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. Stroke is the leading cause of disability in the US\[[@ref3]\] because of the severity and frequency of impairment left in its wake; in fact, only 10% of stroke patients ever recover completely.\[[@ref4]\] For many survivors, of whom there are approximately 4.5 million in the United States, the life that remains after stroke barely resembles the one that preceded it. According to the National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, five kinds of disability can result after initial stabilization: paralysis or other motor difficulties, sensory disturbances, cognitive impairment, and emotional disturbances.\[[@ref5]\] Patients can also experience urinary incontinence and sexual impairment. They can be victims of a number of chronic pain disorders. Twenty-five percent have some types of aphasia, which can disconnect them from the social engagement they enjoyed before disease. Perhaps worse, their total cognitive capacity can be so compromised as to render even nonlinguistic social relations impossible. Unsurprisingly, emotional disorders are noted in this population. Depression, anxiety, and other maladies can be caused among them either directly, by stroke-induced brain damage itself, or also, of course, in reaction to the consequences of that damage. The following findings, from a study that analyzed quality of life in a population of first-ever stroke victims, put these things quantitatively: on a scale measuring health-related quality of life from 0 to 1, almost a quarter were rated ≤0.1, and 8% received a rating equivalent to death.\[[@ref6]\]

![Flowchart summarizing the causes and consequences of cerebrovascular diseases](BC-3-66-g001){#F1}

It must be emphasized, however, that the consequences of stroke vary tremendously according to the category. Despite what the data just presented may appear to suggest, prognosis exists on a continuum from totally reversible to fatal. Happily, the most fatal subcategory is also the least common.

We will now discuss the major stroke categories in greater depth, illustrating the breadth of this complex disease, as well as the corresponding variety of methods, both in practice and in development, with which it may be managed.

Ischemic Stroke and Transient Ischemic Attack {#sec1-2}
=============================================

Epidemiology {#sec2-1}
------------

Ischemic stroke is a major type of stroke, defined broadly as a neurological deficit caused by impaired blood flow to a focal area of the brain. It is responsible, at about 87%,\[[@ref4]\] for the majority of all strokes. Within this large proportion, however, many different subtypes are concealed. Ischemic stroke can be classified relatively coarsely according to the clot that precipitates it. In this scheme, strokes are either thrombotic or embolic. More precise etiologic classification is also possible. A population-based study by Petty *et al*., for example, recognizes five separate causative categories:\[[@ref7]\] large-vessel cervical or intracranial atherosclerosis with \>50% stenosis (16%), cardioembolic (29%), lacunar (16%), uncertain cause (36%), and other (3%). In addition, ischemic strokes can be subdivided according to the infarct position; due to its centrality to the discussion of clinical presentation, this classification will be addressed below. Since some areas of the cerebrovascular tree are more essential to survival than others, mortality varies substantially across these subtypes. Overall, in-hospital mortality for ischemic stroke has been reported to be 5%--10%.\[[@ref4]\]

As is to be expected of a disease with such varying etiologies, the risk factors of stroke are also highly heterogeneous. But, they may be generally clumped into two camps: modifiable and nonmodifiable.\[[@ref8]\] Major nonmodifiable factors include age, gender, ethnicity, and genetic predisposition. Of these, age is considered most important; the mean age of onset for ischemic stroke is 70.5 years.\[[@ref9]\] Genetic factors, by contrast, are currently considered to be relatively minor.\[[@ref10]\] Of the modifiable risk factors, the most important are hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, and smoking.\[[@ref3]\] Others include obesity, heavy alcohol consumption, and renal insufficiency.\[[@ref11]\] The importance of prevention by risk factor modification cannot be understated.

Pathophysiology {#sec2-2}
---------------

As stated above, the primary mechanism by which stroke causes injury is the focal deprivation of blood flow to the cerebral parenchyma. While a variety of phenomena can result in such ischemia, large-arterial atherosclerosis is the most prevalent. In atherosclerosis, as was discussed more extensively in Part II of this review,\[[@ref12]\] accumulations of fatty material in the arterial subintima amass platelet clumps. These clumps then attract thrombin, fibrin, and erythrocyte debris that can ultimately coagulate to a size that poses stenotic risk to the cerebral vasculature.\[[@ref13]\] Local blood flow stagnation due to low wall shear stress is thought to predispose certain areas of the vasculature, such as the carotid bulb, to atherosclerotic plaque development.\[[@ref11]\] In any case, the resulting thrombus deprives cells of the cerebral parenchyma of the oxygen they need to function, causing pathology. Plaque development and succeeding stenosis are not necessarily *in situ*, however. Plaques can also travel to the cerebral circulation from another location, in which case they are called emboli. The heart, by way of atrial fibrillation, is the most common source of these, but they can come from other diseased parts of the arterial system, as well.\[[@ref4][@ref14]\]

There are many other pathogenic routes to cerebral ischemia. In addition to the large-vessel infarcts just discussed, which involve the carotid, vertebral, and basilar arteries, as well as major branches of the circle of Willis, small-vessel (or lacunar) infarcts are also a major etiology. Commonly by lipohyalinosis or micro-atheroma, but also occasionally by the same mechanism by which larger arteries are blocked, the blockage of these small, penetrating arteries running at right angles to the major branches produces the focal deficits characteristic of stroke. Some less frequently observed causes include acute arterial dissection secondary to fibromuscular dysplasia, hematologic disorders such as sickle cell anemia, and recreational use of cocaine or amphetamines.\[[@ref9]\] For a more thorough discussion of several of these etiologies, we refer the reader to Part II of our review.\[[@ref12]\]

No matter the precipitating event, the result of prolonged ischemia is cerebral cell death. The normal amount of flow, sufficient to meet the significant energy demands of cerebral tissue, is 60 mL/100 g/min. If the tissue experiences perfusion under 10 mL/100 g/min, cell membrane failure results in brain damage of a degree of severity and irreversibility that is in proportion to the duration of ischemia.\[[@ref4]\]

Presentation {#sec2-3}
------------

The clinical manifestation of an ischemic event depends entirely on its placement within the vasculature. In other words, a patient\'s observed deficit is a direct consequence of which and what proportion of the brain\'s 100 billion neurons are affected by infarction. The broadest distinction to appreciate in this connection is between the anterior and posterior cerebral circulations. To recapitulate the anatomical details of these divisions presented in Part I of our review,\[[@ref15]\] the anterior circulation, which consists of the internal carotid artery\'s distribution and accounts for about 80% of perfusion to the brain, produces symptomology consistent with that distribution. To take a readily appreciable example, consider the ophthalmic artery. Unilateral ischemia of this artery\'s distribution produces symptoms consistent with the function of the neurons it perfuses: monocular blindness. Similarly, ipsilateral ischemia of the dominant hemisphere\'s middle cerebral artery produces marked contralateral sensory and motor disturbances, ipsilateral agnosia, and aphasia.\[[@ref4]\] Regarding the likelihood of cognitive symptoms, it is important to note that ischemia of either distribution can be either cortical or subcortical.\[[@ref16]\] Posterior/vertebrobasilar circulation strokes constitute the second major division of ischemic strokes. Because this is the distribution that supplies the brainstem, it is more frequently associated with loss of consciousness than anterior circulation strokes. These strokes can cause a wide variety of deficits, including impairment of cerebellar functions, vomiting, dysphagia, and third nerve palsies.\[[@ref4]\]

As important as localization is to clinical prognostication, one cannot predict stroke severity on this basis alone. Another physiological variable that is critical to determining outcome is the degree of collateral circulation possessed by stroke victims.\[[@ref17]\] The more perfusion pathways possessed by a given area of the brain, the greater the degree and duration of ischemia necessary to produce damage.

Therapies {#sec2-4}
---------

As exciting as it is to be possessed of the sophisticated diagnostic capacity that can be supplied for stroke with modern neuroimaging strategies, this erudition does not, unfortunately, translate into a wealth of currently available therapies. In fact, there is currently only one Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved treatment for ischemic stroke:\[[@ref4]\] intravenous (IV)-administered tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) for patients who meet the criteria.\[[@ref18]\] Even worse, since one of these criteria is temporal (IV thrombolysis must in most cases be administered within 3 h of symptom onset), only a minority of victims receive it. A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention-sponsored study of thrombolysis rates showed that only 4.3% of stroke patients received this therapy.\[[@ref19]\] One alternative to medical thrombolysis is endovascular clot retrieval, also known as revascularization, using devices such as Mechanical Embolus Removal in Cerebral Ischemia. Until recently, randomized clinical trials productive of evidence for the efficacy of such devices were lacking. In the last few years, however, several trials have produced such evidence, the cumulative result of which is that, for large vessel, anterior circulation strokes, endovascular therapy performed within 6 h has become part of the standard of care.\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] Further data and analysis of outcomes are necessary before this development can be expanded to treatment beyond 6 h and to strokes of the posterior cerebral circulation; there are multiple ongoing trials designed to furnish this data.\[[@ref24]\] Surgery, too, can be indicated in some situations, such as when cerebral edema demands decompression therapy,\[[@ref25][@ref26]\] or carotid endarterectomies for patients with over 70% occlusion.\[[@ref9]\]

Because of this paucity of available approved treatments, combined with the relatively small set of circumstances under which they are applicable, stroke treatment is generally supportive, consisting of stabilization in a stroke unit, treatment of comorbidities, and prevention of future ischemic events.\[[@ref11][@ref27]\] This also accounts for the enormous importance of risk factor modification in stroke prevention already mentioned. According to the INTERSTROKE\[[@ref28]\] study of stroke risk factors across 22 different countries, just five modifiable factors -- hypertension, current smoking, abdominal obesity, poor diet, and inadequate physical activity -- account for 80% of the global risk of ischemic stroke. Just slight population-wide modifications in these factors could produce reductions of stroke-related suffering of invaluable magnitude. Other prevention strategies address specific etiologies. For example, because it is the source of 90% of cardioembolic strokes, surgeons have recommended the removal of the left atrial appendage in patients with atrial fibrillation whenever it is surgically exposed.\[[@ref29]\]

The subject of prevention is also the heading under which consideration of transient ischemic attack (TIA) is appropriate. Also known as mini-strokes, the difference between TIAs and ischemic strokes is one of degree. For this reason, TIA is often discussed in its capacity as a warning sign of more severe infarcts to come. This accounts for the American Heart Association\'s emphasis,\[[@ref30]\] in its definition of TIA, on noninfarction: "a transient episode of neurological dysfunction caused by focal brain, spinal cord, or retinal ischemia, without acute infarction." The absence of infarction is confirmed with magnetic resonance imaging, and symptoms typically resolve within minutes.\[[@ref11]\] Nevertheless, the relative mildness and reversibility of TIA should not be mistaken for clinical insignificance: 10% of TIA patients will go on to have a full stroke within the next 90 days, and 25%--50% of such strokes will occur within the first 2 days.\[[@ref9]\] For this reason, it is crucial in TIA patients to employ prophylaxis such as antiplatelet medicine, anticoagulation therapy, and surgery, against the possible onset of stroke.

Although it is true that the current state of stroke therapy is hampered by a relatively small arsenal of available interventions, this should not be considered a cause for despair. Stroke therapy is a very young field: It was not until 1996 that tPA received its nod from the FDA. Moreover, an age in which increased insight into the cellular and molecular neuropathology of stroke yields new therapies seems to be approaching. A review of emerging therapies published recently in the journal Neuron\[[@ref31]\] gives a sense of this approach. One well-studied cellular avenue to damage is excitotoxicity, in which insufficient glucose and oxygen lead to ionic gradient collapse and glutamate release.\[[@ref32]\] This, in turn, causes a calcium influx that initiates multiple cell death pathways, including mitochondrial injury, reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, and protein misfolding.\[[@ref33]\] The immune response launched in the wake of ischemia also plays a role in damage through the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Once understood, mechanisms like these yield means of forestallment. From understanding of the excitatory-inhibitory imbalance initiated by ischemia comes cortical stimulation therapy to rectify such imbalances. A similar mechanism-to-treatment pathway is evident in the case of stem cell therapy,\[[@ref34]\] which is thought by some to mitigate ischemic damage by immunoregulatory means.

Yet, another example is provided by the case of the blood--brain barrier (BBB), in which interest as a therapeutic target has begun to grow. This interest is derivative of the role the BBB has been found to play, partially through the administration of tPA therapy, in the facilitation of ischemic injury. tPA has been shown to be clinically effective in reducing neurological deficits and improving functional outcomes in patients with ischemic stroke -- hence its FDA approval. It achieves these benefits through promoting fibrinolytic dissolution (or thrombolysis) of the clot responsible for ischemia,\[[@ref35]\] which causes reperfusion of the affected tissue. This results in salvage of tissue that might otherwise have undergone ischemic necrosis. Unfortunately, however, salvage from ischemia is not the only consequence of clot dissolution: The therapeutic profile of tPA is vastly complicated by the fact that, for metabolic reasons that exceed the scope of this review, ROS and pro-inflammatory enzymes are produced by reperfused tissue, precipitating the pathologic entity known in the literature as reperfusion injury. In addition to these effects, thrombolysis promotes matrix degradation in the ischemic brain through activation of matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9).\[[@ref36]\] Thus, tPA is considered a double-edged sword: Although it promotes the adaptive reestablishment of blood flow, it also increases BBB permeability, which can exacerbate cerebral edema (the reasons for this, including the role played by MMP, are described at length in Part II of this review in the context of microcirculatory dysfunction of the cerebral vasculature).

In deference to the benefit unquestionably produced by tPA administration, therapeutic research has attempted, rather than searching for alternative compounds, to discover complimentary treatments for coadministration with tPA to reduce reperfusion-associated injury. One such therapy is the induction of hypothermia, which has been suggested as a means of inhibiting hemorrhagic transformation (the role of tPA in promoting hemorrhagic transformation is discussed in more detail below). In two large, randomized trials from Europe and Australia, it was shown that therapeutic induction of hypothermia (at 34°C) substantially improved neurological outcome after cardiac arrest.\[[@ref37][@ref38]\] In addition, in animal studies, systemic hypothermia after reperfusion was effective in reducing infarct volume by 50%. It also reduced mortality.\[[@ref39][@ref40]\] Mechanistically, hypothermia reduces ROS production, tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), interleukin-1 (IL-1), adhesion molecules, as well as MMP-9,\[[@ref41]\] and thus reduces inflammatory cell infiltration, preserving BBB integrity. Furthermore, it reduces AQP4 expression on the astrocytic membrane during the acute phase of ischemia, attenuating cytotoxic edema\[[@ref42][@ref43]\] (see our Part II). Thus, this therapy is thought to be neuroprotective because of its ability to modulate several mechanisms involved in reperfusion injuries.

Neuroprotective properties in stroke have been elicited by other methods as well, such as ethanol treatment. In both *in vivo* and *in vitro* models, ethanol treatments have been shown to reduce MMP-2 and MMP-9 and thereby to preserve zonula occludens-1 and the basal lamina components of the BBB.\[[@ref44][@ref45][@ref46]\] When combined with the significant decrease in AQP4 expression it also appears to cause, ethanol thus decreases cerebral edema and improves BBB integrity following ischemia/reperfusion.\[[@ref44][@ref46]\] It also mitigates the excess glucose utilization and attendant lactic acidosis and ROS production caused by the ischemia/reperfusion process by attenuating hyperglycolysis and associated nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase activation. This results in improved salvation of the region surrounding infarcted cells that is vulnerable to infraction itself if ischemia is prolonged, known as the ischemic penumbra.\[[@ref47]\]

Other experimental therapies are also under active investigation.\[[@ref48]\] Several studies have demonstrated that hyperbaric oxygen intervention can increase oxygen supply, reduce ischemia/reperfusion injury, and alleviate the extent of irreversible neurological impairment in stroke. It achieves these effects through the promotion a variety of adaptive mechanisms, such as increase of antioxidant enzymes, alleviation of oxidative stress, reduction in the formation of free radicals, enhancement of superoxide dismutase and catalase activity, and modulation of inflammation by increasing anti-inflammatory cytokines and reducing pro-inflammatory cytokines.\[[@ref49][@ref50][@ref51]\]

Thus, hyperbaric oxygen, ethanol, and hypothermia are united by their ability to intervene in multiple pathological pathways associated with increasing BBB permeability and consequent cerebral edema. It is impossible to predict if or when either these therapies, or others that target different mechanisms, such as cortical stimulation and stem cell therapies, will fulfill their potential clinically. We expect, however, that our readers will agree that there is ample reason to hope that the answer is soon.

Hemorrhagic Stroke {#sec1-3}
==================

Epidemiology {#sec2-5}
------------

Returning to the prognostic continuum with which we introduced the categories of stroke is one way of understanding hemorrhagic stroke in comparison with its ischemic counterpart. Ravages of ischemic stroke notwithstanding, hemorrhagic stroke is a much graver disease. At 40%--60%, the in-hospital mortality rate for hemorrhagic stroke is greater than ischemic stroke by up to a factor of 12. Within 30 days of onset, the mortality rate is 50%; for survivors, drastic disability prevents a full 80% from living independently within 6 months.\[[@ref4]\] Thus, even though hemorrhagic stroke accounts for only 13% of total stroke incidence, the profundity of its pathologic effect justifies its classification as a major type of stroke. Data from France\'s Dijon Stroke Registry offer little hope for future improvement of this situation. It may seem superficially encouraging that incidence among the part of the population under 60 years of age has decreased in recent years by 50%. After all, hemorrhagic stroke is the most common type among those under 40.\[[@ref52]\] Unfortunately, this decrease has been accompanied by an increase of 80% in the population ≥75 years old.\[[@ref53]\] This increase in rate among the aged population, considered in the context of the overall older population to be expected over the next century, led Stein *et al*. to project that, by 2050, in-hospital mortality for intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH) will rise to 60.2%, and the number of ICHs patients in the United States will double.\[[@ref54]\] Assuming no breakthroughs in treatment occur over the next 30 years, then, it appears that hemorrhagic stroke is here to stay.

Risk factors for hemorrhagic stroke resemble those for ischemic stroke and can be categorized analogously according to modifiability. Age and race are among the nonmodifiable factors identified so far and appear to interact in a manner that is not yet fully understood.\[[@ref55]\] Interethnic differences, based on differential exposure to genetic and environmental aggravators, are also being studied but have not yet produced definitive data.\[[@ref56]\] Finally, cerebral amyloid angiopathy (discussed in Part II) has received attention as a contributor to ICH pathophysiology, especially when present in the elderly.\[[@ref4]\] Of the modifiable factors, hypertension, which is present in 72%--81% of ICH cases, is the most significant. Taken together, the modifiable risk factors for ICH, which also include cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, hypocholesterolemia, elevated waist-to-hip ratio, psychosocial stress, and an unhealthy diet, are thought to account for 90.8% of the population-attributable ICH risk.\[[@ref53]\]

Pathophysiology {#sec2-6}
---------------

Much like ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke is a heterogeneous entity. In every case, the rupture of a cerebral blood vessel initiates the pathology. There is an important distinction to be made, however, between different possible loci of rupture. The majority of hemorrhagic strokes are classified as ICH and involve arterial bleeding into the cerebral parenchyma.\[[@ref4]\] Among Western populations, these account for 5%--10% of total strokes, but this proportion can rise as high as 22%--34% in Southeast Asian, South American, and African populations.\[[@ref53]\] This type of stroke can be further subdivided by etiological factors. If onset cannot be accounted for by identification of an underlying structural or pathological factor, it is considered primary ICH. If, on the other hand, it is preceded by such a factor, it is considered secondary ICH. Factors that can cause secondary ICH include bleeding from tumors, hemorrhagic conversion of ischemic stroke, dural venous sinus thrombosis, and vasculitis.\[[@ref57]\] In addition to ICH, there is another type of hemorrhagic stroke to consider. A smaller but nonnegligible proportion of these strokes (2%--7% of total stroke incidence\[[@ref58]\]) are subarachnoid hemorrhages (SAHs), the majority of which involve the spontaneous rupture of cerebral aneurysms into the cerebrospinal fluid.\[[@ref4]\]

Rupture usually occurs at the end of a hypertension-induced, progressive process of vascular weakening. Subsequently, this initial rupture precipitates further rupture of other vessels by mechanical impingement. Finally, these ruptures result in even more rupturing by the same mechanism, and so on, as the hematoma expands. The location of this cascade in the case of ICH is usually the small penetrating arteries of the cerebral parenchyma.\[[@ref53]\] In the case of SAH, in which there is an aneurysmal precursor, a variety of insults, such as endothelial cell injury and damage to the arterial tunica media, are thought to interact with an inflammatory response to induce rupture. Aneurysms predominately arise from anterior circulation arterial branches from the circle of Willis,\[[@ref58]\] especially from the anterior communicating artery.

While hematoma expansion is associated on its own with exacerbating neurological deficit and poor prognosis,\[[@ref4]\] halting it would not entirely forestall ICH-mediated cerebral injury. This is because, in addition to the primary injury mediated by mechanical disturbance, there are a variety of secondary mechanisms in concomitant operation. One such mechanism involves the immune response to the escaped blood elements. These elements cause the activation of adjacent microglia and astrocytes. These cells serve an adaptive purpose, secreting neurotrophic factors, and phagocytizing hematoma-associated infiltrates. Unfortunately, however, they also promote a cytokine-mediated pro-inflammatory response that damages brain tissue. Another mechanism of secondary injury is the generation of iron-associated ROS from lysed red blood cells. Although these secondary injury pathways are currently an active area of investigation, there are not currently any interventions available to preclude them.\[[@ref53]\]

Presentation {#sec2-7}
------------

While hemorrhagic stroke presents classically as increased intracranial pressure, sudden-onset headache, severe hypertension, and vomiting,\[[@ref53]\] as well as rapidly progressing neurologic deficits, neuroimaging is necessary to differentiate it from ischemic stroke.\[[@ref4]\] Noncontrast computed tomography (CT) of the head is used for this purpose because it is highly sensitive for the presence of hemorrhage. To predict hematoma expansion, CT angiogram can also be used.\[[@ref59]\] In aneurysmal cases, once lumbar puncture has established the presence of aneurysm, catheter angiography is employed to localize it. Exactly as is the case with ischemic stroke, neurologic clinical features vary according to the location of injury. There are, however, several manifestations common to all locations. In addition to those enumerated above (headache, hypertension, vomiting, and the progressive nature of neurologic deficit), declining alertness is present in three-fifths or more of cases; in two-thirds of such cases, the decline reaches the level of coma.\[[@ref51]\]

Therapies {#sec2-8}
---------

As is unsurprising given its catastrophic nature, there is currently no treatment available for ICH beyond supportive medical care.\[[@ref60]\] There are some scenarios in which emergent neurosurgery is necessary. Cerebellar hemorrhage, owing to confinement in the infratentorial space and the proximity of brainstem centers essential to life, is one such scenario. In some patients with large lobar hemorrhages close to the cortical surface, surgical drainage may be beneficial.\[[@ref4]\] SAH also requires emergent attention toward securing the aneurysm, which can be done either surgically or by endovascular techniques. For neuroprotection, the calcium antagonist nimodipine is also administered in cases of SAH.

Otherwise, the treatment of both SAH and ICH is confined to medical support and the prevention of complications. In ICH, hypertension and intracranial pressure elevation should be managed aggressively (craniotomy may be necessary if more conservative methods fail). Precipitating coagulopathy should be corrected. Hyperglycemia, which is associated with worse outcome, should be lowered to \<200 mg/dl, and antipyretics should be administered when fever is present.\[[@ref59]\] SAH is managed similarly and also according to its many possible complications, including aneurysmal rebleeding, hydrocephalus, seizures, delayed cerebral ischemia, and cerebral edema.\[[@ref58]\]

Readers may have noticed that there is, regardless of the type under discussion, much more known about how stroke occurs than there is about how to reverse its consequences. Lamentable as this undoubtedly is, maintaining a historical perspective on stroke science is conducive to optimism. As recently as the latter third of the 20^th^ century, stroke patients were still considered undesirable patients with hopeless outcomes.\[[@ref61]\] It must be acknowledged that, today, this is far from the case. Substantial advances in our cellular, genetic, and molecular understanding of stroke pathophysiology have ushered in an era of rapid discovery and a frenetic search for treatments. In the case of ICH, investigation of the established inflammatory route to secondary injury has yielded promising therapeutic possibilities.\[[@ref62]\] The same is true for iron-mediated oxidative stress.\[[@ref63]\] For SAH, research foci include optimization of aneurysmal management, factors that predict rupture, complication management, and neuroprotective strategies.

Again, it is not possible to predict when this research will begin to make a meaningful prognostic difference in the lives of those afflicted with stroke. Until it does, population-level management of the myriad modifiable risk factors remains essential. If one thinks of risk factors as a cliff, and stroke as what happens when one falls from the top, one can then think of the development of acute interventions as elaborate attempts to catch the falling patient. As successful as some catches may turn out to be, it is much better to avoid climbing the cliff in the first place.

Ischemic to Hemorrhagic Transformation {#sec1-4}
======================================

Epidemiology {#sec2-9}
------------

While a significant effort has been invested into ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke therapies in isolation, there has been much less work put into the risk minimization and treatment of the occurrence of intracranial bleeding associated with an ischemic stroke.\[[@ref64]\] This occurrence is known as ischemic to hemorrhagic transformation (IHT). IHT has been estimated to occur in a substantial 30%--40%\[[@ref65]\] of all ischemic strokes, but estimates range from as low as 18% to as high as 71%,\[[@ref64]\] depending on whether the information was derived from CT scans or autopsy. Either way, IHT is a major cause of early mortality in acute ischemic stroke patients, having been found responsible for 26--154 extra deaths per 1000 ischemic stroke patients.\[[@ref64]\]

The risk factors for IHT largely mirror those of ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes in isolation. Modifiable risk factors include an anticoagulative state, hyperglycemia, and low total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein (LDL); the anticoagulative state, however precipitated, is considered the chief risk factor for IHT. This has given rise to concern over the use of thrombolytics in the treatment of ischemic stroke: it appears that the very antithrombotic mechanism necessary to rid vessels of ischemia-inducing clots can render those same vessels susceptible to hemorrhage.

With good reason, this potential to induce ICH is the most feared complication of thrombolytic therapy.\[[@ref66]\] In a recent study, treatment with tPA resulted in a 10-fold increase in mortality associated with symptomatic hemorrhage (47%) as compared to placebo (4.7%). However, this study also found that mortality was ultimately decreased by tPA administration (17% compared to 21%) due to a decrease in death from nonhemorrhagic strokes,\[[@ref67]\] which highlights the importance of a thorough understanding of IHT risk factors when selecting candidates for thrombolysis. Long-term warfarin use also encourages IHT events. In a recent study by Pfeilschifter *et al*., every mouse (*n* = 21) pretreated with warfarin developed IHT after induction of ischemic stroke, compared with two out of 20 in the control (no anticoagulation) group.\[[@ref64][@ref68]\] In addition, low levels of coated platelets (that is, platelets activated by exposure to collagen and thrombin) have been associated with early IHT in patients with nonlacunar ischemic strokes.\[[@ref69]\]

Hyperglycemia has been consistently found to encourage IHT by increasing oxidative stress, upregulating MMP-9 expression, and generally exacerbating BBB disruption.\[[@ref65][@ref70]\] Rates of symptomatic IHT were increased in patients with diabetes mellitus.\[[@ref64]\] The neuroprotective agent isoflurane has been shown, paradoxically, to exacerbate infarct volume, brain edema, and neurobehavioral deficits in hyperglycemic rats. This underscores the complex interaction that evidently occurs between the variety of factors in IHT pathophysiology:\[[@ref71]\] the case of failed neuroprotection with isoflurane in the context of hyperglycemia shows that these factors are not merely additive. Clearly, there is still much to unravel about the nature of IHT.

In addition, low levels of total cholesterol and LDL have been correlated with an increased IHT risk. Although the precise pathophysiology of this phenomenon has yet to be elucidated, it has been proposed that cholesterol is necessary to maintain the integrity of small vessels.\[[@ref72]\] This finding, as one can imagine, is vexing to researchers in the field of stroke prevention. Hypercholesterolemia is a major modifiable risk factor for ischemic stroke; therefore, a large proportion of patients at high risk are encouraged to make concerted efforts to lower their cholesterol levels. In thus lowering their risk for ischemic stroke, are they thereby put at greater risk for IHT? Evidence exists that suggests that they are: while high doses of atorvastatin decrease risk of ischemic stroke by 22%, they increase the risk of hemorrhagic stroke by 66%.\[[@ref73]\]

Clearly, this represents a clinical dilemma. The prevention of ischemic stroke cannot be rationally or ethically pursued at the expense of exposing a patient to IHT. As such, a strong understanding of the interplay between potential risk factors is essential to providing the highest level of care possible.

Pathophysiology {#sec2-10}
---------------

IHT can either occur spontaneously or after treatment with tPA. Once again, the pathophysiology of IHT is complex and still not completely understood, but it is thought that IHT arises primarily as an iatrogenic consequence of ischemic stroke therapy: tPA administration, in addition to the deleterious effects already reviewed, may also dissolve clots that are essential to the hemostatic integrity of the cerebral vasculature. Unfortunately, the current therapeutic guidelines do not appear to be sufficiently protective against this possibility. In a 1999 study, 61% (96 out of 156) of patients with acute ischemic stroke developed IHT when treated with streptokinase (a tPA analog), as compared to 31% (61 out of 154) who were treated with placebo.\[[@ref64]\]

IHT can also develop secondary to the structural deterioration caused by ischemic stroke. Neurons are depleted of their adenosine triphosphate stores within minutes of the onset of hypoxia, which leads to a breakdown in numerous homeostatic pathways, including those involved in maintenance of BBB. This culminates in a degradation of the BBB integrity.\[[@ref74]\] In addition, the inflammation caused by ischemia stimulates macrophages to release IL-1β and TNF-α, both of which increase production of MMPs that further facilitate BBB disruption.\[[@ref68][@ref75]\] Inflammation also impairs the autoregulatory properties of cerebral vessels, rendering them less able to compensate for hemostatic disturbances once the infarct area is reperfused. Ultimately, BBB disruption, when coupled with this diminished autoregulatory capacity, predisposes the vicinity of the infarct to blood extravasation into the brain parenchyma upon reperfusion.\[[@ref74]\]

Presentation {#sec2-11}
------------

The clinical presentation of IHT depends entirely on two factors: the timing of the transformation and location of the ischemia and hemorrhage. Before transformation, the stroke is purely ischemic and will present as such. Once IHT has begun, a symptomatic hemorrhage will present with a combination of ischemic and hemorrhagic symptoms. Symptomatic hemorrhage was defined in the PROACT II study as "an increase of four or more points in the NIHSS score in comparison with the preangiography score, within 36 h from treatment initiation associated with any intracranial blood on CT."\[[@ref76]\] However, the majority of hemorrhages in IHT are asymptomatic; in a 1999 study, IHT was noted in 159 of 310 participants, just 36 of which were symptomatic.\[[@ref77]\] In this case, the disease will continue to present as an ischemic stroke clinically, with the attendant hemorrhage manifesting only through the assistance of radiological studies.

Regarding the type of hemorrhage, IHT can be categorized as a parenchymal hematoma (PH) or a hemorrhagic infarction (HI), both of which may be further split into two subcategories based on radiological findings.\[[@ref66]\] PH refers to a dense, homogeneous intracranial hematoma with mass effect. Within this category, PH 1 describes a homogeneous hyperdensity that occupies \<30% of the infarcted zone with some mass effect, while PH 2 describes a homogeneous hyperdensity that occupies \>30% of the infarcted zone with a significant mass effect. There is broad agreement that PH has a significant impact on 3-month patient outcomes.\[[@ref66]\] HI describes a heterogeneous hyperdensity that occupies a portion of the ischemic region without mass effect. Within this group, HI1 involves small, hyperdense petechiae, while HI2 describes a more confluent hyperdensity that spans across the infarcted area. HI has not been found to have a significant effect on 3-month patient outcomes.\[[@ref66]\] HI occurs more frequently than PH; a recent study found that HI occurred in 9% of acute ischemic stroke patients, while PH was only found in about 3%.\[[@ref70]\]

Therapies {#sec2-12}
---------

Given the iatrogenic potential already described, IHT presents a therapeutic challenge. As such, there are no widely used therapies to effectively prevent IHT. However, in light of the gravity of IHT, efforts are underway to develop such therapy. There are some data indicating that treating IHT patients with MMP inhibitors decreases the incidence of IHT. Thus, it is possible that therapeutic hypothermia induction could provide benefit to these patients since it has been shown to decrease MMP expression after stroke.\[[@ref78][@ref79]\] A few other medications have also shown some efficacy in protecting against IHT. Early administration of deferoxamine is neuroprotective against cerebral hemorrhage and SAH, so it would likely have a similar effect in IHT.\[[@ref80][@ref81]\] Estrogen has also shown some promise in combatting the unwanted effects of tPA. It is known to decrease BBB permeability, MMP-9 activity, and incidence of IHT, and is therefore productive of anti-IHT effects when given before tPA.\[[@ref82]\] In a rat study, coadministration of tPA and E2 estrogen resulted in an attenuation in BBB permeability back to the levels of the control group (ischemia followed by reperfusion without tPA).\[[@ref82]\] Interestingly, the phosphodiesterase-3 inhibitor cilostazol has also been found to prevent IHT when given before tPA. Evidence suggests that cilostazol minimizes endothelial damage by preventing lipopolysaccharide-induced apoptosis and inhibiting neutrophil adhesion, and it is believed that these mechanisms are also responsible for the observed IHT prevention.\[[@ref83]\]

Nevertheless, despite this profusion of possible future therapies, prevention of IHT before it starts through the prevention of preceding ischemic stroke remains, far and away, the ideal approach. The damage wrought on the brain by stroke is in the very best case attenuable through therapy, and, in many cases, therapeutic attenuation still leaves patients with permanently transformative deficits. Thus, while we must continue to work vigorously toward the discovery of new treatments for both IHT and the other varieties of stroke from which millions continue to suffer, we must also work, and with equal vigor, to mitigate the need to apply such treatment in the first place.

Summary and Future Direction {#sec1-5}
============================

In this paper, our three-part review of cerebrovascular anatomy, physiology, and disease culminated in a detailed discussion of stroke.\[[@ref12][@ref15]\] For each major stroke modality, we outlined the epidemiology, pathophysiology, presentation, and methods, both in use and emerging, by which treatment proceeds. As we have emphasized persistently, risk factor management is an indispensable part of stroke treatment. This is especially true within the context of the demographic trends displayed by many major stroke risk factors among many populations worldwide: The population is aging, hypertension and diabetes are on the rise, and obesity is, at best, leveling off.\[[@ref84][@ref85][@ref86]\] These trends have led researchers to project that, the many advances in understanding the disease made in recent years notwithstanding, the incidence and prevalence of stroke are likely to increase in the United States during the coming decades.\[[@ref87][@ref88]\]

Clearly, the treatment of stroke requires a concerted commitment to discovering ways to maintain health at the population level. Concomitantly, however, the extremity of suffering produced by stroke at the level of individual patients, families, and caregivers must not be neglected. As has been reviewed above, the pharmacological approach remains a robustly researched way of treating stroke at the individual level, but is currently limited in scope, and, moreover, carries substantial iatrogenic potential. This is true both of the thrombolytic agents employed to treat stroke acutely, as well as the anticoagulants and antiplatelet agents used to prevent its recurrence.\[[@ref89][@ref90]\] -- carries substantial iatrogenic potential. Clinicians must therefore exercise vigilance when selecting therapeutic and prophylactic approaches for patients with cerebrovascular disease.

They must also be vigilant in their attention to the progress currently underway both toward the improvement of current therapies and toward the development of novel ones. An example of the former category is afforded by the clinical dilemma of choice between the newer intra-arterial thrombolysis (IAT) and the original IV thrombolysis (IVT). Theoretically, IAT seems to be superior. While in IVT, the diffuse spread of the thrombolytic agent may produce unwanted effects elsewhere within the vasculature, IAT is targeted by catheter directly to the pathologic focus and should therefore avoid these unwanted effects.\[[@ref91]\] This theoretical superiority has not, however, invariably produced better clinical outcomes. One recent meta-analysis found that IAT was associated with increased recanalization and lower mortality, while others found no difference in mortality.\[[@ref92]\] Further research and methodological standardization across investigations are needed to consolidate the evidence in favor of IAT.

As has been highlighted in the previous sections, there are also many novel treatment methods under development in the field of stroke therapy. Neuroprotection, including therapeutic hypothermia, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and the administration of pharmacologic agents such as ethanol, is a method that has enjoyed especially vigorous interest among researchers in recent years. This method, because it is utilizable alongside traditional thrombolytic therapy, is regarded as attractive for the ease with which it could be incorporated into clinical practice. It is true that there have not yet been large clinical trials that support such a contention;\[[@ref93]\] however, preliminarily encouraging results have already been produced in both animal and human studies. In the case of hypothermia, for instance, a recent study of thirty patients with anterior circulation ischemic strokes demonstrated that better prognosis and lower incidence of hemorrhagic transformation resulted when mild hypothermia was induced in addition to IAT.\[[@ref94]\] Large, well-designed trials are warranted to investigate the generalizability of these results.

Thus, the field of cerebrovascular disease therapeutics may excite multiple, conflictual impressions among its researches, its physicians, and the patients they serve. On the one hand, the severity of disability, mortality, and other kinds of suffering imposed by stroke still vastly overwhelm the interventions currently at our disposal to forestall this suffering. Moreover, the specter of iatrogenic harm looms large over the clinical management of this disease. On the other hand, however, each day brings the many investigators working to change this situation closer to realizing their goal. The hundreds of published experiments with neuroprotection, including nonpharmacologic approaches such as exercise for ischemic conditioning,\[[@ref95]\] as well as the advent of promising methods for the chronic phase of stroke management such as repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation,\[[@ref96]\] provide ample justification of hope for a brighter future in this field.

As stated above, there was a time when stroke sufferers were often considered undesirable patients with hopeless outcomes.\[[@ref97]\] Happily, this is no longer the case. As severe an affliction as stroke often undoubtedly still is, to describe it as hopeless now would be both hyperbolic and empirically inaccurate: although the incidence and prevalence of stroke are expected to increase, the decline in mortality arising from the disease is substantial enough to be regarded as one of the most significant public health successes of the past 50 years.\[[@ref98]\]

It is our earnest hope that as stroke risk factors are addressed, as stroke therapies emerge, and as the admirable work undertaken by physicians, patients, and caregivers to manage stroke proceeds, this trend of declining morality will also characterize the 50 years to come.
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